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Definitions of Whole Person Process Facilitation



Definition of Whole Person Process Facilitation

WPPF is facilitating meetings in life nurturing manner. Where every participant feels 
important and privileged to be part of it. This type of meeting provide holistic approach 
for any situation. It includes whole person - body, mind, emotion and spirit.
Everyone is in genuine contact with self. It taps energy and enables to use both 
hemispheres of brain of participants. It is useful for all kind of learners.



Definition of Whole Person Process Facilitation

● Method of facilitation
● Taping all types of learner.
● For facilitation we need a process , the process comes when the facilitator became wholly 

present. WPPF helps the facilitator became wholly present and also the the facilitation process 
more participative , creative , tapping all types of learner ..

● The four principle and four fold way  helps a lot during the facilitation .It helps you to be 
grounded , in the open space and creating the life nurturing environment. 

● Planning the meeting - most important aspects 
● Debrief - another aspects
● Its keep you in the circle and a control in the leaking of energy.
● We love the grief cycle :)



Definition of Whole Person Process Facilitation

WPPF is a container with some very interesting goodies, suiting/ addressing people with different learning 
needs and styles so that learning can take place for each individual present. By tapping into the whole 
person this facilitation methodology ensures meetings are fun-filled, energizing participants and at the 
same time takes care of each individual’s health and balance.

● We can keep on trying to achieve 100% being (Mentally,emotionally,spiritually,physically) but we 
end up progressing to next level.

Meeting methodology (OST) or method of facilitation, highly participatory (WPPF)



Reflections about WPPF and the GCO

Fundamentally GCO bases itself on being in genuine contact with self, others, 
collective and bigger creation, and i feel WPPF does exactly that.
GCO believes in the potential of the inherent wisdom of people, and WPPF taps 
into the collective wisdom and brings that out

GCO stands for me an organization where every 
meeting is in wppf,ost and the organization is 
applying GC tools. Thus the organization become 
sustain and people oriented organization.

DNA of GCO living organism. 



Reflections about WPPF and the GCO

For me GCO is an organization with its spirit in WPPF. Starting from being in 
contact with self, we can explore the horizon and keep on stretching the zone.

GCO and WPPF are interrelated. 
WPPF is a process which results 
GCO.(helps everyone to be in 
genuine contact say it individual , 
others in  broader with an organization 
)

 In GCO WPPF container  works wonders of bringing intuition and creativity. It 
also  works on energy  and  keeps team members felt privileged.

GCO - helps individual 
and organisation to 
check the state of self ( 
where he is) where we 
want to move . WPPF - 
a container- a process  
where an individual/ 
Organization applying 
GCO to know self. 



The Planning Meeting and the GCO

Prework:
Planning meeting: Create process design, space, environment, ultimate efficiency. Some tools of 
GC.Flexible – depends on how much time we have.

Transfer in with the cake challenge.
Conversation where we sneak in the tools: Like hopes and fears.
Be genuine to yourself!

Students: Connect to their energy.
NIIT GCO is different than all other GCO. 

Planning meeting is vital for the project. Shares understanding. Shared goals. Efficient.
Takes time ito adjust in traditional meeting setting



The Debrief Meeting and the GCO

Debrief meeting phone. Hangouts. Skype. Mentoring circle. White board. Bring out collective 
wisdom. Getting the work done. 90% is done internal. Nibedita has done debrief with client. 80% of 
the people in NIIT Foundation uses WPPF in their daily work.

Debrief is something we do to review a project. After something has happened, like a meeting with a 
client.

Storytelling circle. 

Planning/brief - report (from me) - debrief - approval of project desciption, budget, timeline - action 
step



The Planning Meeting and the GCO

Planning is helping us to check your self with GC.

Planning helps us making a Connect 
with our own and taking the 
responsibility of the learning as a 
whole. It also helps us understanding 
the different learning styles and 
making sure that we have a flavour for 
everyone.
We can have an alternative flow of the 
content, and the direction as well.
Taking ownership of the filters for you 
and for participants.

The elements in planning a meeting is very 
essential - learning objective of the participants 
, values , purpose  , facilitator learning . 
It helps to keep the flow of energy throughout 
the meeting ( breaks , energizer ).. Helps to 
take care of all the material required before the 
meeting

Planning meeting essentially is rooted in the value of respect, an important essence of 
GCO - every minute detail considered, learning objectives kept in mind - some indicators of 
respect.



The Debrief Meeting and the GCO

Debrief as a way of sustaining a GCO - as it answers the question of ‘now what?’

Debrief is a self check about what went which way and what needs to be changed in the future.

It helps to know self , about your meeting plan ( what went well , what not) . Also what 
next ?   


